
  

THE MAKING OF WINDOWFARMS FINLAND

Mikko Laajola (fi)
Andrew Gryf Paterson (sco/fi)
Niko Punin (fi)

Presented in RIXC's 'Garā Pupa' programme
during Baltā Nakts, Riga, 04.09.2010

http://bit.ly/pixelache-2010-windowfarms-fi 

Video documentation:
https://vimeo.com/16204903 (English subtitles)
https://vimeo.com/16203425 (Suomeksi)

http://bit.ly/pixelache-2010-windowfarms-fi
https://vimeo.com/16204903
https://vimeo.com/16203425


  

Openness

What makes something open?

“In the world of software, we have concrete definitions of what makes something free or open.   
  However, as we use these concepts more widely, it gets fuzzier. One of the things we want to  
   map through Open Everything is the ways that people are using 'open'.
 
Something qualifies as 'open' when it is ...

1. Transparent. Meaning that you can see inside it, study it or understand it. E.g. open source 
software or an open government (not that we have great examples on this second one :)).

2. Participatory. People can become involved in a substantive way. They can contribute to and 
shape the open thing in question. Eg. wikipedia or Jane's Walk. 

3. Flexible, malleable, editable. The people involved can change, evolve or improve whatever it 
is they are gathered around. E.g. an open space meeting agenda.

4. What else .... ?”

Reference: 

http://openeverything.wik.is/Mapping_Open

http://openeverything.wiki.is

  



  

Networked Maker Culture

Makers = DIY (Do-it-yourself) + Sharing = Do-it-Ourselves

“As technology advances, it reverses the characteristics of every situation again 
and again. The age of automation is going to be the age of ‘do it yourself’.” -Marshall McLuhan 

“In the 21st century economy, it isn't factories and it isn't people that make things. 
It's communities.” -Eben Moglen

Emerging from post-industrial locations internationally..
* Growth of Maker sharing platforms: Make Magazine, WikiHow, Maker Faire, Dorkbot
* Growth of community workshop spaces: HackerSpaces/HackLabs, FabricationLabs (FabLabs) 

“Free Design Practice
* Designs are owned by the people who create them. Intention to make designs widely available as 
possible. 

* There is every incentive to build on older designs, to collaborate with wide a spread of people as 
possible; to make the designs widely known; to encourage reuse of designs. 

* Design software/manual is free software/manual: anyone who wishes to can participate. 
* Designs are driven by the wishes of their creators. The end goal can be whatever they wish. 

* Users of the end product can not only know how it works, 
but are encouraged to create improvements or modify it for their own purposes"

Reference: http://opencollector.org/Whyfree/freedesign.html

.

  



  

WINDOWFARMS PROJECT: NEW YORK, USA

“Window Farms” are vertical, hydroponic, 
modular, low-energy, high-yield window gardens 
built using low-impact or recycled local materials. 

* Initiated by Britta Riley & Rebecca Bray in 
2009
* Research in shared collaborative work exploring 
   collaborative distributed “R&DIY” solutions 
   for environmental issues.
* Since 2010, as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit dedicated to 
   open research and development
* 2000+ members on community platform

http://windowfarms.org/ 
http://our.windowfarms.org/



  

WINDOWFARMS PROJECT: NEW YORK, USA



  

HERBOLOGIES/FORAGING NETWORKS Helsinki-Kurzeme region, FI-LV

Explores cultural traditions and knowledge of 
herbs, edible & medicinal plants, within the 
contemporary context of online networks, open 
information-sharing, biological technologies.

Pixelache 2010 Festival, Helsinki:
* Seminar presentations,
* Vivoarts & Herbologies Workshops
* Round-table discussion about foraging in urban context;
* Localised manifestation of Windowfarms Project (USA).

Midsummer expedition to rural Kurzeme, Latvia:
* SERDE -led fieldwork to learn about cultural heritage using wild 
plants in the local area.

* Creating online documents raising awareness and interest

http://herbologies-foraging.net/

Also Facebook page: http://facebook.com/herbologies/

Overview of coordination & support involved::
 
Coordinating partners:
Andrew Gryf Paterson (SCO/FI),
Ulla Taipale/CAPSULA (FI/ES),
Signe Pucena/SERDE (LV).

●Administrative, documentation support: 
●Piknik Frequency ry /Pixelache office (FI),
●Interdisciplinary Art Group SERDE (LV).
●

●Hosts:
●Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art (FI),
●Kiasaniemi Botanical Garden (FI),
●SERDE Residency Centre (LV),
●Asunga Novads (LV),
●Kurpitsatalo, Pispala, Tampere (FI).
●

●Financial Support:
●Kultur Kontakt Nord Art and Culture Production programme,
●AVEK (Promotion of Audio-visual Culture in Finland),
●Latvian Cultural Foundation (pre-expedition research),
●Participant's own resources & inkind support.
●

●

●



  

WINDOWFARMS FINLAND: PROPOSED ADAPTATION

Proposal for Pixelache Festival 2010:

* Install for 5 weeks before Festival
  In Kiasma Contemporary Art Museum,
  Theatre Lobby back window

* New York initators not invited to Finland to 
make
* Local collaborators & enthusiasts would be found
* Local community development

* Local materials would be found & used
* Addition of efficient lighting/energy use to design
* Create pedagogical audio-visual documentations

http://pixelache.ac/helsinki/windowfarms/ 



  

WINDOWFARMS FINLAND: SEEDING AT BOTANIC GARDENS



  

WINDOWFARMS FINLAND: GATHERING & PROCESSING BOTTLES 



  

WINDOWFARMS FINLAND: PARTICIPATORY BUILDING 'TALKOOT' 



  

WINDOWFARMS FINLAND: MAINTAINING & LED GROW LIGHTING 



  

WINDOWFARMS FINLAND: INSTALLATION AT KIASMA THEATRE 



  

WINDOWFARMS FINLAND: HARVESTING PLANTS FOR WORKSHOPS



  

WINDOWFARMS FINLAND: DISASSEMBLING & RE-DISTRIBUTING

To be continued somewhere else..



  

WINDOWFARMS FINLAND+USA: HUB HELSINKI, 23-25.8.2010

The materials recycled & upgraded according to 
NYC v.3 design with Britta Riley, Ted Ullrich & 
others

At Hub Helsinki, one of a network of co-working 
spaces promoting social entrepreneurship



  

WINDOWFARMS FINLAND Kiasma, Helsinki-New York, FI-USA

Finnish makers Mikko Laajola and Niko Punin 
worked in collaboration with Andrew Gryf Paterson 
to create an adapted and localised manifestation 
of the Windowfarms Project (New York) in Finland. 

They used local specialist hydroponic and LED growing 
technologies, recycled plastic bottles and other materials, and  
were joined by a group of local enthusiasts in the construction 
and documenting process.  

The Window Farm installation was displayed in Kiasma 
'takaikkuna' for 5 weeks from 20.2-28.3.2010
Currently recycled & updated at Hub Helsinki until 12.2010

The plants grown were used in participatory workshops during 
Pixelache Festival..

http://pixelache.ac/helsinki/windowfarms/

windowfarmsfinland@gmai.com

Persons and organisations involved in the process:
 
Windowfarms Finland design: 
Mikko Laajola, Niko Punin (both FI)

Building and documentation participants:
Kiasma: Karthikeya Acharya, Sarah Alden, Nathalie Aubert, 
Andrea Botero, Ieva Cepaite, Kavita Gonsalves, 
Andrew Paterson, Simo Haanpää, Kati Hyyppä, 
Sanne Katainen, Lotta Kauppi, Miška Knapek, 
Cathérine Kuebel, Mikko Laajola, Mikko Laukkanen, 
Luna Leinonen, Teemu Leinonen, Merja Markkula, 
Anne Naukkarinen, Papu Pirtola, Jurriaan Pots, Niko Punin, 
Sofi Salonen, Pinja Sipari, Tommi Taipale, Wojtek Mejor, 
Ulla Taipale | Hub: Mike Bradshaw, Johanna Kerovuoren, 
Tanja Korvenmaa, Salla Kuuluvainen, Jani Lindblad, 
Daniel Milligan, Katharina Moebus, Jonas Tähtinen.

Windowfarms Finland producer:
Andrew Gryf Paterson (SCO/FI), in coop. Ulla Taipale (FI/ES).

Supported by: 
Kultur Kontakt Nord, & AVEK (Promotion Centre for Audio-
visual Culture). Inkind support by Univ. of Helsinki Botanical 
Gardens to incubate Kiasma seeds. Special thanks to Kiasma 
Theatre staff. Hub version support by staff & members.
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